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About This Game

Infernales: Circles of Hell - sequel to the original game, in which you will return to Hell and again destroy the armies of Satan.
Infernales: Circles of Hell - this hardcore, oldschool, fleshy, thoughtless and furious shooter, in which you can release steam,

and mow down the leaden bullets of the hellish scum, no more thinking about anything.
Infernales: Circles of Hell are several types of weapons, and hundreds, hundreds of monsters, this is endless shooting and

bloodshed.
Infernales: Circles of Hell are flames, steam, lava, 718 Celsius and hardcore. This is some new Hell locations, new tests, new

music and trash ...

Just shoot ....
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It's basically a mobile game. An average one at that. Japanese bejeweled.. Controls are clunky and the pacing of the game wasn't
enough to keep me engaged since it lacks gameplay depth. If you don't mind controls and if these kind of games are relaxing for
you, then its not a bad buy for $6 I suppose. But I would honestly rather play this kind of game on a mobile device than on
Steam. This wasn't for me.. Singleplayer: Not a Bad game, there's even a Workshop for it, plus STC...

Co-Op/Multi-player: But a Dead game.

There's also only 1 Map, which makes YAZD HD pretty fast being boring.. A very amazing soundtrack and is worth every cent
of it.

However this is not intergrated with steam soundtrack and thus you have to go into the game dictionary and drag everything that
in the folder called 'soundtrack' into you music dictionary. This however is fully set up and supported.. Interesting direction in
terms of game controls. Pretty graphics and non-invasive music make up a nice atmosphere. Puzzles are intuitive and sometimes
moderately challenging. Would love to see an extended version!. good fun. Will definitly continue to play this fun little game.
well worth the price tag. No soundtrack don't cry.
No, soundtrack don't cry.

- Edited:

Seems that the problem was solved soon.. This is an okay soundtrack; it's really only worth it for the theme.

Also, Amazon is $1 cheaper in the US, don't buy this on Steam here.. The game is a blast for a while, especially on a weak
laptop and/or while playing with casual gamers. With that said, once you play it, it's obvious that the developer left half-way into
making something bigger.

There are bugs to abuse and bugs that make some buildings useless.

UI is simplistic and blatantly half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

Enemies have different models and stats but their variety doesn't change the game dynamic much.

The variety of weapons is very so-so and they are in no way balanced.

Go ahead and explore all the barricades and all the guns but spoiler alert:
The only way to go that makes any sense is armored barricades + advanced turrets + sniper rifles. As in it's actually the ONLY
build that makes sense in the current meta.

In conclusion, the game provides awesome casual experience but it's a damn shame it has been left in the state that it's stuck in
now.
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Such Hard, Much Funny 8/10 Paws. Much Recommend.. excellent trading sim
. Original 5.5/10
HD 6-7/10. Tough, but really good game. If you want to play it, prepare yourself for a challenge.

Positive:

+ Unlimited continues (you will need them)
+ Challenging, hard but not impossible to beat
+ Many different enemies, which increase in difficulty
+ 8 Different locations
+ Every boss is different
+ Good Soundtrack and fine graphics
+ Controls are very accurate

Negative:

- Sometimes a little bit too unfair and frustrating
- Loot is random (and you always get only treasure when you really need a potion)
- Some bosses are easier to beat than the stages before him
- No recovery time (on the last levels are traps which can cause a chain reaction because of that)
- "Start new game" comes before "Continue", so watch out. :D
- Ladders feel a little bit slipery

Overall, it's a good, enjoyable game and for that price, you shouldn't think twice.
But don't say i haven't warned you about the difficulty. :P. This game was good it looked played well and the music was
awesome as a typical raceing game makeing its first atempt at
some platforming it could have been worse apart from those jetpack sections because jesus ♥♥♥♥ing christ and the anti
gravity levle out of nowhere this game was great and was well worth the money this game clocked in at 4 hours for £12.00 so
good value I would like to see more from this idea as it was a good time.. WTF?? i watch picture. 1100hp+ then i use my money
on this and get a car with 600hk. What is this. its a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing scam you know that right??
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